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ABSTRACT

Polyamorphism discovered in lanthanide-rich metallic glasses (MGs) has been attributed to the electronic transition of the lanthanide
element as a solvent element. In this work, we report that pressure-induced polyamorphism still exists in a Ce-poor Al93Ce7 binary MG
where the 4f electron element serves as a solute and solute–solute avoidance is expected. The polyamorphic transition, observed by in situ
high-pressure synchrotron x-ray diffraction, is accompanied by a volume collapse of ∼0.78% and occurs over a narrow pressure range from
∼0.8 to ∼1.8 GPa. Further synchrotron Ce L3-edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements reveal that pressure-induced 4f electron
delocalization underlies the polyamorphic transition. Molecular dynamics simulations confirm that the Ce atoms in the MG are completely
isolated by the solvent Al atoms. This result demonstrates that 4f element-bearing alloys with extremely dilute concentrations can also
exhibit polyamorphic states originating from electronic transitions, extending the compositional space of polyamorphism of MGs into very
dilute regions. Our work suggests that tunable properties under compressive stress could be achieved in MGs by even minor doping of
elements prone to electronic transitions.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0036328

INTRODUCTION

Polymorphism is common in crystalline materials, referring to
the existence of two or more phases with different crystal structures
but identical compositions. Graphite and diamond are well-known
examples of polymorphism. In contrast, the “polyamorphism” coun-
terpart in amorphous materials is rather complicated and is not easily
recognizable due to the high degree of disorder encountered, and
thus it remains an intriguing but challenging topic in condensed
matter physics. After decades of efforts, polyamorphic transitions
(PTs) have been reported in various amorphous network materials
with directional bonding and an open atomic structure, e.g., amor-
phous ice,1,2 oxides,3–6 chalcogenides,7,8 silicon,9 and germanium.10

The PTs in these systems typically exhibit noticeable density changes
between a relatively low-density amorphous state (LDAS) and a rela-
tively high-density amorphous state (HDAS), which may be attributed

to an increase in the atomic coordination number and a collapse of
the open atomic structure into a denser atomic-packing structure
under high pressure. As a new class of amorphous solids, metallic
glasses feature non-directional metallic bonding and are densely
packed with a maximum number of nearest neighbors; therefore,
similar PTs were thought to be improbable in MGs.

However, PTs were surprisingly discovered in a Ce55Al45 MG11

ribbon and a La32Ce32Al16Ni5Cu15 bulk metallic glass (BMG)12 under
compression. Zeng et al.13 were able to verify by in situ Ce L3-edge
synchrotron x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) that the origin of
the pressure-induced polyamorphism in Ce-based MG could be
attributed to delocalization of 4f electrons in Ce atoms under high
pressure, and that the behavior of Ce-based MG resembles the elec-
tronic transitions in pure crystalline Ce. Later on, Li et al.14 systemati-
cally investigated a few lanthanide-based MGs and proposed that the
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origin of the PTs is a result of inheritance of the electronic structure
of lanthanide-solvent atoms from their crystalline counterparts. This
scenario was supported by many subsequent studies in lanthanide-
based MGs15–19 and also is in line with another argument in MGs
that solvent elements dictate the properties of MGs.20,21 However, the
lanthanide-solvent atoms originated polyamorphism is inconsistent
with the observation in crystalline Ce88Pr12 alloys, which could show
two separate volume collapse transitions inherited from pure Ce and
Pr, respectively.22 Recently, a pressure-induced PT was observed in a
La43.4Pr18.6Al14Cu24 MG.23 Since La does not contain 4f electrons
and no pressure-induced PT was reported in La-based MGs,24 the
polyamorphism found in the La43.4Pr18.6Al14Cu24 MG may well be
attributed to Pr atoms with an electron configuration of [Xe] 4f 36s2

despite the fact that Pr is a solute with a relatively low atomic concen-
tration. In another work, a PT was absent in Mg65Cu25Tb10 BMG,
which possesses a 4f electron element, Tb, as the solute element, up
to 31.19 GPa.25 Therefore, it is still in question whether polyamor-
phism exists in MGs with 4f electron elements serving as the solute.
In other words, would the transition of the electronic structure of
pure lanthanide elements still be inherited in MGs with a very low
concentration such that all lanthanide atoms are completely isolated
from one another by other atoms without 4f electrons?

In this paper, we chose a binary Al93Ce7 MG with a very low
Ce concentration (all the solute Ce atoms are expected to be
isolated by the solvent Al atoms) and studied its atomic and elec-
tronic structural evolution in situ under pressure by high-pressure
x-ray diffraction (XRD), in situ high-pressure Ce L3-edge XAS, and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Even at very low solute
concentration, we demonstrate that PTs still occur in lanthanide-
solute MGs via the same mechanism of 4f electronic transition in
the lanthanide elements under high pressure.

EXPERIMENTAL

Al93Ce7 MG ribbons with a thickness of ∼20 μm and a
width of about ∼1 mm were prepared by single-roller melt spin-
ning. Master ingots with the nominal composition were pre-
pared by arc-melting a mixture of high purity Ce (99.9 at. %)
and Al (99.99 at. %) in a zirconium-gettered high-purity argon
atmosphere. The amorphous nature of the prepared samples was
confirmed by XRD and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
In situ high-pressure angle-dispersive XRD experiments with an
x-ray wavelength of 0.4959 Å and a focused x-ray beam size of
∼10 × 10 μm2 were carried out on the Al93Ce7 MG at the beam-
line 12.2.2, Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL). A symmetric diamond anvil cell
(DAC) with an anvil culet size of 500 μm was used to generate
high pressure. The gasket was T301 stainless steel gasket. A 4:1
methanol–ethanol mixture (volume ratio) was used as the pressure-
transmitting medium, which provides nearly hydrostatic pressure
conditions below 10 GPa.26 The pressure was determined by the
ruby fluorescence method.27

In situ high-pressure Ce L3-edge XAS experiments were carried
out on Al93Ce7 MG at the beamline 20-BMB, Advanced Photon
Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The x-ray beam
size was ∼12 × 6 μm2. A panoramic DAC with a diamond anvil culet
of ∼300 μm was employed to provide a large opening perpendicular

to the compression axis. The ribbon samples were cut into squares
with sizes of ∼70 × 70 × 20 μm3, and then two pieces of square
samples were loaded in the panoramic DAC and piled up to reach
an optimized sample thickness of ∼40 μm (one attenuation length is
∼35 μm at 5.723 keV) for the Ce L3-edge XAS experiment. A trans-
mission mode was used with ion chambers filled with an Ar–N2

(volume ratio, 1:9) gas mixture as incident and transmitted
photon detectors. The DAC was tilted by ∼7° to minimize photon
absorption of the Be gasket and diamond anvils and also to avoid
strong diffraction generated by the single-crystal diamond anvils.
The sample deliberately leant against the sample chamber wall.
Therefore, the x-ray beam went through an x-ray transparent
Be gasket and could have an optimized sample thickness close to
40 μm on the beam path. The x-ray energy was calibrated by a Cr
foil located at the downstream end of the beam path. The pressure
was also determined by ruby fluorescence from tiny ruby balls
loaded along the sample in the DAC.

Classical MD simulations were carried out on Al93Ce7 MG with
a total of 32 000 atoms. Two interatomic potentials for Al–Ce were
developed to simulate the two amorphous states, representing the
interactions of Al with f-localized Ce (trivalent) and Al with
f-delocalized Ce (tetravalent), respectively. The trivalent and tetrava-
lent valence states of Ce correspond to the LDAS and the HDAS
established by the 4f-electron localization/delocalization hypothesis.
This approach has been successfully used to investigate the structure
ordering induced by pressure in Ce–Al MGs.11,28 More details of the
MD simulations can be found in Ref. 28. Following the classical MD
simulation of the 256-atom MGs, the as-obtained MG structures
were further equilibrated in an NPT (constant number of particles,
pressure, and temperature) ensemble (300 K) with a density func-
tional theory (DFT)-based Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP).29 For the ab initio MD simulation, the projector augmented-
wave (PAW) method30,31 was adopted to describe the electron–ion
interactions and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for
the exchange correlation functions. The valence electrons of Al were
specified as 3s23p1. For Ce, the 4f electrons were treated as either the
localized state (trivalent, 5s25p66s25d14f 0) or the itinerant state (tetra-
valent, 5s25p66s25d14f 1) including semi-core states, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of Al93Ce7 MG collected
during compression at room temperature. The ambient pressure
data were collected outside the DAC, and the starting pressure
inside the DAC was 0.3 GPa. Only a principal diffraction peak
(PDP) around 2.6 Å−1 and a pre-peak around 1.2 Å−1 from Al93Ce7
MG can be observed, indicating that the sample remains fully amor-
phous over the entire pressure range up to 8.7 GPa. Since the struc-
tural origin of the pre-peak remains elusive in glasses, following
previous studies, we only focus on the PDP in this work. The posi-
tion of the PDP, Q1, obtained from a Voigt fit, shifts to a higher Q
range with increasing pressure as expected from the densification
effect. Q1 is related to the atomic volume in MG systems following a
power–law relationship.32,33 In this work, the 2.5 power–law34–36

that was experimentally verified to relate Q1 with volume under
pressure in MGs was adopted to estimate the volume changes
during compression.
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Figure 2 shows the relative volume, VP/V0 = (Q1_0/Q1_P)
2,5

(where the subscripts 0 and P denote the initial-pressure and a
given pressure, respectively), of Al93Ce7 MG as a function of pres-
sure. In Fig. 2(a), a second-order Birch–Murnaghan equation of
state (BM-EOS) was used to fit the data over the entire pressure
range. However, a single BM-EOS was found to poorly describe the
entire dataset. Instead, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the data above
∼1.8 GPa or below ∼0.8 GPa can be fit well by a single BM-EOS,
which suggests two distinct amorphous states below ∼0.8 GPa and
above ∼1.8 GPa and a polyamorphic transition in between. A
volume collapse of ∼0.78% between the two different states at
ambient pressure can be resolved, indicating a pressure-induced PT
in the dilute Ce-bearing Al93Ce7 MG. When the pressure is fully
released to 0 GPa, the PDP position, Q1, returns to the initial value
before compression, which indicates that the pressure-induced PT
process is reversible in Al93Ce7 MG [as shown in Fig. 2(b)].

For Ce-based MGs, the mechanism of PTs can be traced back
to pure, crystalline cerium, which undergoes a face-centered cubic
isostructural γ-α phase transition at ∼0.9 GPa with a sharp volume
collapse of ∼15% caused by the delocalization of the 4f electrons.37

Likewise, in two lanthanide-solvent MG systems, Ce75Al25 MG13

and Ce60Al20Co20 BMG,38 the delocalization of the 4f electrons was
experimentally observed during their PTs. It is intriguing to verify
whether the PT observed in the highly dilute lanthanide-solute
Al93Ce7 MG is still linked with the 4f electron delocalization mecha-
nism. To address this question, in situ high-pressure Ce L3-edge
XAS experiments were carried out on Al93Ce7 MG, and the XAS
spectra as a function of pressure are shown in Fig. 3. At ambient
conditions, the spectrum shows a pure 4f 1 component and repre-
sents a completely localized 4f electronic state. During compression,
a peak appears at energy ∼10 eV higher than the characteristic 4f 1

peak, which represents the appearance of 4f 0 electrons, a delocal-
ized state. The intensity of the 4f 0 component grows with increasing

pressure at the expense of the intensity of the 4f1 component. The
transfer of spectra weight from the 4f 1 to the 4f 0 component pro-
vides direct experimental evidence for 4f electron delocalization in
the lanthanide-solute Al93Ce7 MG under high pressure. This spec-
troscopic evidence showing the delocalization of 4f electrons is in
agreement with what we previously demonstrated in the PTs of
Ce-based MGs.8 The delocalization of 4f electrons was observed to
occur at ∼1.0 GPa as shown in Fig. 3, which coincides with the
volume collapse of Al93Ce7 MG in the pressure range from ∼0.8 to
∼1.8 GPa, corroborating that the PT in this alloy is closely related to
the delocalization of 4f electrons when Ce is the solute element (i.e.,
Ce-poor compositions).

To further analyze the structural characteristics of Al93Ce7
MG at the atomic level, classical MD simulations were carried out.
Our primary goal was to examine the structural differences of the
two amorphous states of Al93Ce7 MG. This approach has been

FIG. 2. The relative volume change VP/V0 of Al93Ce7 MG as a function of pres-
sure. (a) The black line represents the single BM-EOS fit for the entire pressure
region. (b) The red and green lines show the BM-EOS fits for the LDAS region
(below ∼0.8 GPa) and HDAS region (above ∼1.8 GPa), respectively. The solid
black triangle represents the data after pressure is fully released. The error bars
for the experimental data are smaller than the symbol size.

FIG. 1. In situ high-pressure synchrotron XRD patterns of Al93Ce7 MG from 0.3
to 8.7 GPa at room temperature.
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previously employed to investigate the pressure-induced structural
changes in Ce–Al MGs.11,28 The pair distribution functions (PDFs)
for the two amorphous states of Al93Ce7 MG at ambient conditions
are shown in Fig. 4. The PDFs of Al93Ce7 MG at two different

amorphous states are very similar. The most noticeable difference
is the shoulder of the first peak around ∼3.3 Å. The inset of Fig. 4
shows the partial PDF of the two states. It can be seen that the first
peak of Ce–Ce partial PDF appears at ∼6 Å, which indicates there

FIG. 3. In situ high-pressure Ce
L3-edge XAS spectra of Al93Ce7 MG
as a function of pressure. The arrows
indicate the 4f 0 and 4f 1 components.
The inset is a schematic illustration of
in situ high-pressure XAS experimental
geometry.

FIG. 4. PDFs for the LDAS and HDAS
of Al93Ce7 MG at room temperature;
inset shows the partial PDF. The solid
and dashed lines represent the LDAS
and the HDAS, respectively.
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is almost no Ce–Ce direct bonding contribution in the nearest
neighbor shell in Al93Ce7 MG, indicating the phenomenon of
solute–solute avoidance in the MG. This also verifies our assump-
tion that Ce atoms are totally isolated solute atoms and coordi-
nated by Al atoms in the first atomic shell. The shoulder around
∼3.3 Å in the total PDF is contributed by the Al–Ce, which is,
indeed, influenced most significantly by the Ce 4f electron deloc-
alization since Ce atoms are directly bonded with Al atoms only
in the system. The Al–Al partial PDF is almost unchanged, which
further confirms that the PT observed in the Al93Ce7 MG is due
to a configuration change in the Ce atom. Our ab initio MD simu-
lation of the two amorphous states of Al93Ce7 further confirms a
small density difference (∼2.8%) of the MG before and after
f-electron delocalization (at 0 K and 0 GPa, the volume of the
4f-localized and 4f-delocalized Al93Ce7 is 18.5141 Å3 per atom
and 17.9975 Å3 per atom, respectively), which is close to the small
volume collapse of ∼1% in our experimental estimation giving
experimental uncertainty and different processing conditions
between experiments and simulations.

The delocalization of 4f electrons in the Ce atoms accounts for
the polymorphic phase transition and volume collapse in Al93Ce7
MG, Ce75Al25 MG, and pure crystalline Ce. The pressure-induced
4f-electron delocalization enhances the electronic bonding and
decreases the Ce radius, resulting in a volume collapse in Ce-bearing
MG systems.11 Ce also plays a larger role in the volume reduction of
the Ce–Al system under pressure since the bulk modulus of Al
(∼76 GPa) is much larger than that of Ce (∼22 GPa).

In Al93Ce7 MG, the low concentration of 7% of Ce should
be the reason why the volume collapse of Al93Ce7 MG is only
∼0.78%, which seems to simply scale with the concentration of
Ce given ∼8.6% reported in Ce75Al25 MG.13 The specific atomic
packing structure in Al93Ce7 MG also explains the differences in
the width of the transition region for different compositions. Ce
atoms have identical environments in pure Ce metal; thus, the
isostructural γ–α phase transition occurs abruptly at ∼0.9 GPa.
By alloying 25% Al atoms in the Ce solvent, the environment
around Ce atoms becomes more complicated in Ce75Al25 MG,
resulting in a wider transition region from ∼1.5 GPa to ∼5 GPa.13
While in Ce55Al45 MG, there are even more packing complexities
than in Ce75Al25 MG, the transition region of 2–13.5 GPa11 is the
widest among all the reported Ce–Al binary systems. In this
work, the Ce concentration in Al93Ce7 MG is extremely low, and
the solute Ce atoms are confirmed to be isolated by the solvent
Al atoms. This renders a relatively uniform atomic environment
around Ce atoms, and consequently, the transition region is quite
sharp from ∼0.8 to ∼1.8 GPa. For the simple Ce–Al binary
system, one may argue that the larger the difference between the
concentration of Ce (CCe) and Al (CAl) is, the simpler the Ce
atomic environment. Thus, the width of the transition range is
inversely proportional to |CCe-CAl| rather than the CCe previously
proposed in Ce-based MGs.39

For multicomponent systems, the local structure becomes even
more complicated, as does the chemical interactions. For instance,
when a small concentration of Al in Ce75Al25 MG is replaced by a
covalent element, Si, to form Ce75Al23Si2 MG, the transition pres-
sure changes, and the transition pressure range is twice as large as
that of the parent alloy.40 The addition of foreign atoms introduces

more chemical and topological complexities into the MGs and has
a pronounced impact on the kinetics of the PTs. Therefore, the
absence of a polyamorphic transition in Mg65Cu25Tb10 BMG25

may not be caused by the relatively lower 4f-element concentra-
tion than that in the La43.4Pr18.6Al14Cu24 MG,23 but is rather due
to two reasons. First, the low concentration of f-electron bearing
element, Tb, could only lead to a small volume collapse that
necessitates careful experimental inspections with small pressure
steps. Second, the dilute Tb atoms in the ternary alloy system have
diverse local atomic environments, resulting in a relatively large
pressure range for the transition. It would be difficult to observe
a small volume change over a wide pressure range with large
pressure intervals adopted in Ref. 25. In the current work, we
used small pressure intervals of ∼0.2 GPa and focused on the
low-pressure range, which makes it possible to detect the small
volume change in Al93Ce7 MG.

Although the atomic structure of MGs is still far from being
completely understood, the packing of the solute-centered
quasi-equivalent clusters model has been extensively used in
recent years.41,42 This model promotes the understanding of
MGs’ properties by atomic packing extended from the short-range
order (SRO) to medium-range order (MRO). For a given glass
system, the SRO is characterized by solute-centered quasi-equivalent
clusters, each of which is composed of a solute atom surrounded
by a large number of solvent atoms. The MRO can be regarded
as the next-level structural organization beyond the SRO, which
is considered to be formed in the cluster–cluster connection
scheme.42 For Al93Ce7 MG, the solute Ce atoms are surrounded
by solvent Al atoms forming SROs; MROs form by connecting
these SROs. When the pressure exceeds a certain value, the size
of Ce atoms will decrease due to delocalization, and the volume
of the Ce-centered clusters (SROs) and the higher-level MROs
will also decrease accordingly, resulting in a global volume col-
lapse. In the past, the focus has been on the dominant role of
solvent atoms forming the framework of MGs. For example, Ma
et al.20 proposed that the mechanical properties and elastic
moduli in BMGs are dominated by the solvents; Li et al.14 sug-
gested that polyamorphism in lanthanide-based MGs is inher-
ited from its crystalline lanthanide-solvent constituent with
pressure-induced delocalization of 4f electrons. Our results
reveal that pressure-induced polyamorphism is possible in
systems where dilute solute atoms play a key role, further point-
ing to the critical effects of minor alloying in MGs.43,44

SUMMARY

In conclusion, a lanthanide-solute MG, Al93Ce7, with an extremely
low Ce concentration, was studied using in situ high-pressure syn-
chrotron XRD, XAS, and MD simulations. A pressure-induced PT
from LDAS to HDAS with a relatively narrow transition region of
0.8–1.8 GPa was observed, accompanied by a slight volume collapse
of ∼0.78%. The results from XAS demonstrate that PT in Al93Ce7
MG can be attributed to the delocalization of 4f electrons in the
dilute lanthanide element. The MD simulation results confirm that
the Ce atoms are isolated (real solute atoms both locally and glob-
ally) in the Al solvent. The relatively small transition range and
volume collapse of Al93Ce7 MG are due to the low concentration of
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Ce and the relatively similar local environment around the Ce
atoms. These results demonstrate that electronic PTs can occur in
dilute 4f element-bearing MGs. This work also reveals the highly
tunable characteristics of the 4f-electron elements and suggests that
the solute atoms could play essential roles in affecting the structure
and properties of MGs. The findings expand the compositional
space into very dilute regions and could provide new insights into
the mechanism of polyamorphism. Moreover, these results also
could shed new light on the long-sought minor alloying effect in
MGs and may stimulate more studies using lanthanide-solute atoms
as property-tuning knobs under compressive stress over a wide con-
centration range or as probe atoms for structural studies of MGs.
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